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NZ Aviation on the World Stage
By Shaun Mitchell, General Manager, Aviation Industry Cluster
THE NEW ZEALAND aviation industry
is making history. Never before in our
industry have we come together to launch
new products, learn, exhibit and fly, all
under the banner of one
major event.
Flair 2011 is that
event. It’s being held
from 13-15 October
at Te Kowhai Airfield,
just north of Hamilton.
And, through Flair we
have the opportunity to
showcase our industry’s
uniqueness, ingenuity
and innovation to the
world.
With the support of
the government, Flair
2011 is one of only a
handful of business
events taking place
across the country
during the Rugby World
Cup. Its purpose is
purely an economic
one – we want to drive
product sales, drive
investment into our
companies and increase
global awareness of the
capability of our niche industry.
And to succeed in our purpose, we only
need one thing – your support. If you
are a company operating in the aviation

In the Air at Flair

industry, we need you to exhibit, attend the
industry activities, support the seminars and
encourage others to attend.
Remember that Flair is a not-for-profit
event. That means we
need the industry to get
in behind it to ensure its
success.
So, whether it’s
booking your exhibit
space, planning to join
the Saturday Fly-In,
attending a seminar or
workshop, or simply
joining us at the event
for one or all three days,
decide today how you’ll
support your industry!
On behalf of myself,
the Aviation Industry
Cluster, the NZ2011
office and NZTE, we
look forward to seeing
you there.
Flair is being run by the
Aviation Industry Cluster,
with support from the AIA
and Aviation NZ. Flair
is part of the REAL
New Zealand Showcase,
the business programme
developed by the Government for visitors to the
Rugby World Cup. Flair has been made possible
through support from the NZ2011 office and New
Zealand Trade and Enterprise.

(and a great deal more as well)

Six great reasons
not to miss Flair
at Te Kowhai Airfield
13th to 15th October 2011
10 new Product Launches
Exciting new products will be
on show including new aircraft,
new engines, new software and
more - all from New Zealand
aviation companies. Many of
these products generated huge
interest at Oshkosh in July.
Martin Jetpack on display
for all to see and touch
Strap yourself into the Martin
Jetpack Simulator - the same one
they train their pilots in.
Informative Seminars
Meet key aviation people from
New Zealand and 4 visiting
United States industry leaders.
Hear from John McGinnis, Team
Synergy entrant for the NASA
Cafe Green Flight Challenge,
tipped in the United States as
the next Burt Rutan.
Flying Demonstrations
See a new LSA Turbine
Helicopter, the RNZAF Red
Checkers, Pacific Aerospace’s
P-750 XTOL, the Falcomposite
Furio, and much more.
Educational Workshops
A huge variety on offer for home
builders and aircraft enthusiasts.
Organised Fly-in Day
Including an attempt at the
Bantam world record currently
held by South Africa.
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Programme of Events
Airfield

Main Hangar

Thursday 13th: INDUSTRY ONLY

9:00
10:00

Event Opens

11:00
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:30

Product Launch 1
Aviation Painting Services

1:00

KiwiFlyer

Please note: Most of the events listed are between half and one hour in duration.
This Programme is correct at the time of print in September. Additional events are
expected to be confirmed in the coming weeks. Please
There’s plenty happening
refer to www.nzflair.com or event notices for final details.
in the sky above
Te Kowhai during Flair.
Seminar Hangar A
Highlighted boxes signify
Events in the air
Air Innovate Showcase

Interest Seminars
Speed Dating Business Intro
Synergy in Aircraft Design
John McGinnis
Emerging Aviation Trends
Gretchen Jahn

Martin Jetpack From the shed
to the sky, Kiwi style Glenn Martin

How to shake the money
tree Guy Tapley
Tech NZ Aviation Strategy

Emerging Technologies
Aviation Aerodynamics and
Electric Aircraft Sid Siddiqi

Product Launch 2
Duke Engines
Product Launch 3
Composite Helicopter Mfg.

3:00
3:30

Gemba Academy John Cook
Angel / VC Investment
Key mistakes by start-ups

UAV Technology in use
Hawkeye UAV Rowland Harrison

Event Closes for Thursday
Pitch and Mingle This Trade, Industry and Investor only event includes presentations from
six companies to an invited group of international investors. Hear from and meet the people behind
Falcomposite, Shearwater, Martin Jetpack, Sora Aircraft, AeroHawk UAV, and Synergy Aircraft USA.

4:30
5:00

Friday 14th: PUBLIC DAY

Interest Seminars

09:00
09:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00

Product Launch 4 & Demo.
AeroHawk UAV

Emerging Technologies
Aviation Aerodynamics and
Electric Aircraft Sid Siddiqi

AeroHawk UAV

Product Launch 5 & Demo.
Auroa Helicopters
Product Launch 6 & Demo.
Kiwi Props
Product Launch 7 & Demo.
Falcomposite Furio

Falcomposite Furio

Auroa Helicopters
Sky Challenge

Capability Display Air Display from 3:00 to 4:15
Event Closes for Friday
Aviation Industry Dinner

4:30
6:30

Saturday 15th: PUBLIC DAY
Fly-in Arrival
9:00
Bantam and General Fly-in
10:00

10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30

Training for Aviation
Aviation Engineering
Careers (TBC) NMIT

Interest / Air Innovate
Martin Jetpack From the shed
to the sky, Kiwi style Glenn Martin

Capability Display Air Display from 11:00 to 12:15
Product Launch 8 & Demo.
Martin Jetpack

1:15

Product Launch 9 & Demo.
Sky Challenge

1:30
2:00

Air Force Careers
RNZAF

Training to be an Airline
Pilot CTC Aviation

Product Launch 10
Shearwater Aircraft

2:30
3:00
3:15
4:00
5:00

Synergy in Aircraft Design
NASA Green Flight
Challenge John McGinnis and
John Paul Noyes
Aviation Painting Services
Phil Byrne
Piper Cub Paul Morrison
North School Aviation Trust
How to become a
Recreational Pilot

Capability Display Air Display from 2:30 to 3:15
Bantam Mass Departure
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3:00
3:30
4:30
5:00

Virtual Air Race comes to Te Kowhai

Don’t Miss the

Aviation
Industry
Gala Dinner
6.30pm Friday 14th

details from www.nzflair.com

Seminar Hangar B

Tig Welding Display
Metal Working
Workshop

Fabric Covering
Pacific Aero Coatings

Aircraft Painting
Pacific Aero Coatings

Home Builders How to
Composites
Workshop
Tig Welding Display
Metal Working
Workshop

09:00

9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:15

Fabric Covering
Pacific Aero Coatings

Aircraft Painting
Pacific Aero Coatings
Event Closes

August / September 2011

4:30
6:30

5pm Thursday 13th

details from www.nzflair.com

Duke Engines

Synergy in Aircraft Design
NASA Green Flight
Challenge John McGinnis and
John Paul Noyes
Careers in Aviation How to,
Where to, What to, Panel Disc’n

09:30
10:00
10:15
10:30
11:00
12:00
12:15
12:30
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
3:00

Pitch and
Mingle

1:00
2:15
2:30

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

United States Aviation Experts confirmed for seminars at Flair
HOT OFF the press! Flair has confirmed
Subsonic Area Ruling. Synergy achieves
that four of America’s leading aviation
both high speed and low induced drag in a
experts will join our industry’s event at Te
structurally robust, lightweight form. Come
Kowhai. John McGinnis, John Paul Noyes,
to Flair to meet John and see his fascinating
Sid Siddiqi and Gretchen Jahn will each
new designs.
speak during the
Business
event seminars.
Partner of John
There will be
McGinnis, John
ample discussion
Paul Noyes,
time, where
will also be in
attendees can
attendance.
ask questions
Noyes is
and delve into
the business
how each of
experience
these aviation
behind Synergy
superstars
and their record
achieved success
breaking attempt
The Synergy aircraft. Meet Designer John McGinnis at Flair.
in the industry.
for the Google
Those who already know are particularly
sponsored NASA / CAFÉ (Comparative
looking forward to hearing from Designer,
Aircraft Flight Efficiency) Green Flight
John McGinnis, of mc squared. At EAA
Challenge. John is passionate about the
Airventure, experts and EAA members
aviation industry and continually looking
are all tipping John to be the “NEXT
for innovative new aviation thinking and
RUTAN”. John has recently stepped out
technology. John will speak about their
from the shadows of a 30 year romance
journey from the back shed to the Green
with advanced aerodynamics to unveil his
Flight challenge, the determination required
new aircraft design, Synergy. Synergy is a
and some of the heartache experienced to
convergence of several radical aerodynamic
bring a radical new design to the aviation
breakthroughs that have been brought
industry.
together on one aircraft for the first time.
Aeronautical engineer and commercial
Half futuristic sailplane and half fighter jet,
pilot, Sid Siddiqi’s seminar is also expected
the roomy five-seat Synergy aircraft is the
to be in high demand at Flair. His
first example of an exciting new technology
aeronautical research work covers general
for fast, roomy, fuel efficient airplanes. The
aviation aircraft aerodynamics, cockpit
double box tail configuration harmonises
systems and manufacturing research in
six proven technologies for drag reduction
several NASA programmes. It is easy
at low cost, including Laminar Flow, Wake
to be captivated by Sid’s vast experience
Propulsion, Open Thermodynamics, and
and knowledge as one of NASA’s leading

Don’t Miss the

Air Innovate Showcase
Home Builders How to
Emerging Aviation Trends
Composites
Looking for growth Gretchen Jahn
Workshop
Composite Helicopter Mfg.

Capability Display Air Display from 11:00 to 12:15
Martin Jetpack From the shed
to the sky, Kiwi style Glenn Martin

9:00
10:00

11:00
11:30
Exporting Aviation Products 11:45
NZTE Peter Smyth
12:00
Journey to Lean Mfg. Lean
12:30

Capability Display Air Display from 1:00 to 2:15

2:15
2:30

Te Kowhai Airfield - 13th to 15th October 2011 - www.nzflair.com

1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
4:00
5:00

VISITORS to Flair will experience an
races for event spectators and TV viewers
adrenalin charged, interactive air race above
alike – people just want to see the thrill
the skies of Te Kowhai. The new air race
of the world’s best pilots in a true head to
format, developed and being
head race and that’s what we
launched for the first time
give them.”
in New Zealand by Sky
The Sky Challenge Air
Challenge, is forecast to
Race displays the digital
change the way people watch
course for each plane on
sport. The air race format
a screen inside the aircraft
uses new technology that
cockpits. Military grade
allows high speed aerobatic
technology keeps each pilot
aircraft to fly against each
on their own individual
other through a computer
Be the first in NZ to see virtual air tracks. Meanwhile, virtual
racing in the skies above Flair.
generated course.
pilots can also join the race
“We’ve invented an interactive digital
online and spectators can watch on big
course for the planes to fly though” says
event screens in real time. Excitement is
Sky Challenge CEO Peter Newport. “This
guaranteed. Be the first to see this in New
solves all of the problems of running air
Zealand at Flair. www.skychallenge.com

researchers. He is a regular fixture at
Airventure Oshkosh, having been invited to
present forums there for over 10 years.
And finally, many in the NZ aviation
industry will know Gretchen Jahn,
who was CEO of Alpha Aviation in
Hamilton for several years. Gretchen is
now living back in the States where she
runs her aviation consultancy, Knotridge
Corporation. Gretchen has over 30
years of entrepreneurial experience in
manufacturing, IT and aviation leadership,
both in the US and internationally.
Additionally, she is a member of the 99s
- the Colorado Pilots Association, and
Women in Aviation International.
Seats for these seminars will be limited,
so book today at www.nzflair.com

The Shearwater Amphibian

Create Your Dream
A graceful amphibian with capabilities
better than any land plane in its class.
5 place cabin
260kts cruise
2460nm range
Off land or water, it is

Bigger • Better • Faster
than all the competition.
Contact Steve Hoyle on 021 305 232

www.shearwateraircraft.com

Take your business to
new heights in Waikato!
Thriving sectors include:
l Aviation
l Specialist Manufacturing
l Agriculture
l Equine
l Digital
For free support and assistance with
establishing your business presence here,
contact Opportunity Hamilton.
Phone +64 7 959 8693
www.investwaikato.co.nz
www.opportunityhamilton.co.nz

Flair is a not for profit event supported by NZ2011. Refer to www.nzflair.com for ticket and pricing information.
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Ten Innovative NZ Products Take Off at Flair

World Record Bantam attempt at Flair

TEN NEW NZ Aviation Innovations will
is being designed and manufactured with
The Falcomposite Furio is a
be launched at Flair 2011, with two being
full FAA certification in mind, and offers
state-of-the-art high-performance
unveiled by Acting Minister for Economic
home-builders the opportunity to own and
aircraft that enables a new generation
Development, the Hon. David Carter, on
operate a large helicopter, all at kit prices.
of pilots to experience the satisfaction
Friday 13 October.
www.compositehelicopter.com
of building and flying their own aircraft.
Several of these exciting new products,
Innovative developments in composite
that showcase the breadth of our aviation
AeroHawk is a miniature UAV
technology have enabled the creation of
development capability in this country,
optimised for acquiring data for
an airframe comprised of fewer than 30
have recently been launched at Oshkosh
processing in photogrammetry software
structural components. Assembly is simpler
with outsanding feedback received. Don’t
and general-purpose imaging. All aspects
and considerably faster than for currently
miss your chance
available kit aircraft,
to see them in New
and no specialist
Zealand for the
knowledge or tools
first time at Flair!
are necessary. Hear
Products will be
the latest news
unveiled on different
from Falcomposite
4
days throughout
at Flair. www.
10
Flair and will remain
falcomposite.com
2
on-site for visitors
to experience. Each
The Martin
7
company’s inventors
Jetpack was
will also be on
named
one of Time
3
9
hand for attendees
Magazine’s Top 50
9
to speak with and
inventions for 2010.
engage. Come to
It has the ability to
Flair and meet the
fly for half an hour
people that have
or more, climb at
been putting New
more than 1000ft per
Zealand aviation
minute and to cruise
8
innovation on the
at 100 km/h. See
See these New Zealand aviation products at Flair: 2. Duke Engine; 3. KC518 Adventourer; 4. AeroHawk
world stage.
the Martin Jetpack
UAV; 7. Falcomposite Furio; 8. Martin Jetpack; 9. Sky Challenge; 10. Shearwater Amphibian.
and try the Martin
(APS) Aviation Painting Services
of its performance and manufacture are
Jetpack Simulator at Flair!
Limited is a unique, purposewww.martinjetpack.com
designed to provide an economic and
built, technology-driven aircraft painting
efficient data acquisition platform for highcompany based at Hamilton International
Sky Challenge will launch its new
end survey use.
Airport. They will launch their new Facility
www.hawkeyeuav.com/uav-systems
software product by organising an
to the market at Flair.
air race event above Te Kowhai Airfield,
www.aviationpaintingservices.co.nz
Auroa Helicopters from South
using its revolutionary “digital course”.
Taranaki will be at Flair to launch
The company’s innovative software allows
Duke Engines are in an advanced
their next generation 2 seat, turbine
millions of virtual pilots to compete to
stage of developing a unique highpowered helicopter, the Auroa 700. A
qualify to race against actual pilots at air
speed, valveless 5 cylinder, 3 injector axial
strong team of New Zealand designers,
racing events in real time. The result will be
internal combustion engine with zero firstengineers and manufacturers are developing
a combination of a mass spectator event
order vibration, significantly reduced size
this craft with emphasis on quality, safety,
you won’t want to miss, coupled with global
and weight, very high power density and
performance and streamlined style. In
online interactivity.
www.skychallenge.com
the ability to run on multiple fuels and biorecognition of this outstanding showcasing
fuels. Their design is already operational
opportunity, the Auroa team has put
The Shearwater is a brilliant land
and deployed, and their new light aircraft
together a Limited Edition special for
orders taken at Flair and look forward to
plane that can also land on water.
engine design will be launched to the New
meeting the visitors to their stand.
Its revolutionary technology eliminates
Zealand market at Flair.
www.dukeengines.com
the drag and weight problems that have
plagued seaplanes for over 100 years. It’s
Kiwiprops is the Brain Child
an amazing combination of good looks,
Composite Helicopter
of visiting US Specialists John
technology breakthroughs and stunning
Manufacturing are producing a new
McGinnis of mc squared in conjunction
performance. For the first time, there is a
six-seat utility kit helicopter named the
with the commercialisation and prototype
safe, efficient, four or five seat airplane that
KC518 Adventourer. It will have the ability
team of NZA 2010. KiwiProps will be
can operate from land or water without
to cruise at 135 knots, weighing just 800
manufactured in Hamilton and distributed
compromise.
kilograms and powered by a Rolls Royce
around the world.
www.shearwateraircraft.com
RR250 turbine engine. This new helicopter

ON SATURDAY 15 October, New
began manufacturing single seat B20
Zealand Bantam pilots will band together
Bantams in 1984. The B22 model became
to attempt to set a new world record for
the standard production model in 1986,
the most Bantam aircraft flying and landing
encompassing dual seats and controls and a
together at one place.
more powerful Rotax 582 engine.
The current record was set in White
Further design modifications took place
River, South Africa,
during the 1990s and
earlier this year when
in 1995 the NZ CAA
48 Bantams gathered at
awarded the B22S type
Baghdad Centre on the
certification.
outskirts of the town.
The Bantam is now
The previous
sold in many countries
record was held by
around the world with
New Zealand with 34
353 planes produced
Bantams landing at Te
– all handcrafted by
A fly-in of 48 Bantams in South Africa.
Kowhai Airfield in April
Max Clear himself.
2009. And, just as the All Blacks intend
Today, not only is the Bantam a best selling
to beat the South Africans in rugby, Kiwi
microlight aircraft in New Zealand, it is also
Bantam pilots plan to bring their world
the best selling light aircraft in Africa.
record back home.
So come out and support the Bantam
Doing so will be fitting, as the Bantam
fleet on Saturday 15th October at Flair.
is manufactured by Micro Aviation which
Let’s cheer them on as they bring the world
is based at Te Kowhai Airfield. Max Clear
record title back to New Zealand!
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Martin Jetpack Flies into Flair
THE MARTIN Jetpack has been making
applications” said Martin.
international headlines for the past few
While this test was a verification of
years and has become a widely recognised
the safety system using an off the shelf
Kiwi aviation innovation. Jetpack inventor,
version, Martin Aircraft believes that
Glenn Martin will be bringing the
with the purpose built ballistic parachute
technology to Flair.
they are developing,
Named one of Time
the Jetpack’s flight
Magazine’s Top 50
avoidance curve can be
inventions for 2010, the
removed entirely, which
Martin Jetpack has the
would mean there will
ability to fly for half
be no height where a
an hour or more, climb
catastrophic system
more than 1000ft per
failure needs to lead to
minute and to cruise at
significant injury.
100 km/h.
The flight in
In recent testing
May was part of an
during May, the Jetpack
intensive period of
rose into the sky over
flight testing for the
the Canterbury Plains
Jetpack as the Martin
at a climb rate of 800ft
Aircraft Company
per minute, reaching
works through the
an altitude of 5000ft
final development
before deploying a
phase of the Jetpack’s
ballistic parachute.
technologies with
For this high altitude
the aim to have first
See the Martin Jetpack at Flair !
test, the Jetpack flew
deliveries of both the
in UAV mode with a dummy weighted to
manned and unmanned (UAV) versions to
simulate a pilot. “This test also validated
key customers in 2012.
our flight model, proved thrust to weight
In addition to bringing his Jetpack
ratio and proved our ability to fly a Jetpack
to Flair 2011, Glenn is also bringing his
as an unmanned aerial vehicle, which will
Jetpack Simulator. This will be available for
be key to some of the Jetpack’s future
Flair attendees to sit inside and experience
search & rescue / emergency and military
the next best thing to Jetpack flying!

One Stop Helicopter Services for:
Maintenance and Repair
Component Overhaul
Turbine Overhaul
Parts Supply
Modifications
Avionics Installations
Visit us at Flair to learn about
Real Value Maintenance
for all helicopter operators.
P: 09 296 2644
www.oceania-aviation.com

Offering a Total Support Centre for:
Airframe Maintenance
Engine Overhaul
Propeller Overhaul
Accessory Overhaul
Component Overhaul
Avionics Capability
Meet with us at Flair and find out
about taking the maintenance of your
aircraft to the next level.
P: 07 843 3199
www.aeromotive.co.nz

Flair is a not for profit event supported by NZ2011. Refer to www.nzflair.com for ticket and pricing information.
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New Dedicated Aircraft Painting Services
under development at Hamilton Airport
A BRAND NEW state of the art aircraft
painting company will soon be open for
business at Hamilton International Airport.
Now under construction, the facility
has been developed as a project of the
Aviation Industry Cluster in partnership
with a group of aviation companies and
part funded by New Zealand Trade and
Enterprise. The result of their vision,
Aviation Painting Services
(APS), will combine the
latest technology and be
fully CAA compliant, with
General Manager Phil
Byrne saying they “look
forward to being able to
provide genuine choices
for New Zealand’s aircraft
operators.”

and on show during Flair

be working on each aircraft. An ‘around
the clock’ work-force will ensure that
customers’ aircraft are returned to service
in the shortest time possible.
Alongside financial considerations,
an over-riding intention has been the
need to involve ‘green’ principles and
technology. “Everything from the initial
choice of building materials, facility design,

the three stage plan was
modified to bring stages 1
and 2 together, resulting
in the current building
and construction of an
impressive 30 x 30 metre
fully heated main booth.
A one piece hydraulically operated sealed
door rises to allow 8 metres of clearance.
The design has provided
additional and separate
spaces to enable light
aircraft and helicopters
to be sprayed while
concurrent stripping or
painting operations are
carried out in the main
booths.
Who is involved?

Opening this year

Opening day is now
very close and Phil is
taking bookings for
slots in December and
onward. He says that
some in the industry
have indicated surprise
that a new venture such
as this is opening up in
these troubled times,
but explains that; “This
is probably the very best time. Many
operators have delayed investing substantial
capital in a re-paint or a re-branding with
so little choice available in this market.
The key difference APS can now deliver is
the ability to provide the customer with a
guaranteed product that fits in with both
their operating schedule and their budget.”
Investment in Technology

Phil says that the huge facility currently
emerging from the ground at Hamilton
is a testament to the commitment of all
involved. The team has been researching
and investigating the latest techniques
in aircraft stripping, preparation and
painting for a little over two years now
with $100,000’s spent in developmental
research. Traditional painting and
refinishing times will be reduced by up
to two thirds, with a synergy of high
technology systems including infra-red
curing booths, electrostatic spray systems,
environmentally friendly paint stripping
and clever aerodynamic airflows within
the spray booth to allow multiple teams to
F6

Aviation Painting
Services is backed by
The APS facility currently under construction at Hamilton
a group of industry
International Airport will open for business in December.
pioneers and experts in
their fields. Phil says they are passionate
engineering processes, to the use
of paints and business processes,
about exceeding customer expectations
started with the question ‘Will
and delivering a guaranteed superior quality
finish, on time and on budget. The venture
this be better for the environment
is a NZ owned, independent company
and for our customers?’ We aim
involving key staff from the Aviation
to reduce the environmental
Industry Cluster, IGS Group, and Fieldair
impact of aircraft painting with
Engineering Limited. Preparations for CAA
greater use of technology and
Part 145 accreditation are in progress.
at no extra cost”, explains Phil. “Aircraft
or components will be able to be ‘hydro
Focused on Customers
blasted’ (with low volume water at
Phil explains the APS philosophy as
high pressure) and have all the existing
being very customer focused; “Customers
paintwork and much of the corrosion
are the reason we exist, so we intend to
addressed without the need for hazardous
treat them like stars. We aim for their
chemicals. When chemicals are required,
experience to be positive and rewarding. All
these will be treated and disposed of in
they need to do is fly in, trust everything
the most environmentally friendly manner
to us, and then fly out in record time.”
available.”
He adds that APS intend to offer; Fast
Scale of Operation
‘turn around’, Superior customer service,
This project is a substantial undertaking,
Exceptional workmanship, Competitive
with a scale intended to provide for all
rates, and a Re-branding and design service.
aircraft from microlights to commercial jets
and everything in between. The original
For more information
plan was to develop the facility in three
Aviation Painting Services will be open
stages, being (1) Light Aircraft and Rotary;
for business after successfully completing
(2) Heavy Turboprop business jets, and (3)
the first two provisioned aircraft in
Commercial jets and Military aircraft.
November of this year. Phil says they
The Stage 1 plan required a booth
are taking bookings from December and
area of at least 17 square metres. The
look forward to hearing from potential
intended capability of Stage 3 will
customers. Take the opportunity to meet
eventually necessitate operations from
with Phil during Flair. He can be contacted
a 45 x 45 metre main booth. However,
on 07 958 4799, e: philbyrne@fieldair.co.nz
after commissioning market research,
www.aviationpaintingservices.co.nz
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Flight Structures is an engineering
consultancy that provides professional
design and certification services to the
aeronautical industry.
We have grown to become New
Zealand’s largest independent Part 146
Design Organisation by consistently
delivering high quality services quickly
and cost effectively.
We cater for customers big and small and
look forward to meeting you at Flair.

Aviation Industry Association

Training Week

in conjunction with Flair

AIA will be running the following programmes at Te Kowhai

Aviation Risk Management Course
Date: 12-14 October 2011
Venue: Te Kowhai School, 605 Horotiu Rd, Te Kowhai 3288
Cost: AIA Members $900, Non Members $1200 (inc. GST)
This course in Aviation Risk Management gives participants
the practical skills and knowledge required and presents them
with a model to apply the risk management process within the
context of aviation orientated scenarios. The course enables
participants to conduct risk assessments and develop a
qualitative risk assessment or risk management plan on
any activity, project, task or function. The course takes the
concept of risk management from an introductory stage to a
more defined implementation function.

Safety Management Systems Course
Date: 12-14 October 2011
Venue: Te Kowhai School, 605 Horotiu Rd, Te Kowhai 3288
Cost: AIA Members $900, Non Members $1200 (inc. GST)
This course in Safety Management Systems (SMS) provides
insights into practices from around the globe and is designed
to give participants the practical skills and knowledge to
implement or enhance SMS within their organisation. The
course assists participants to understand the background and
philosophy that underpins an SMS, defines the elements of
an SMS and provides key tips and traps for implementation.
There are different ways used by organisations to manage
their safety risks, but one of the most common is through the
establishment of a good safety system.

For more information
call 04 472 2707 or visit www.aia.org.nz

See the Furio at Flair 13th - 15th October 2011

Flair is a not for profit event supported by NZ2011. Refer to www.nzflair.com for ticket and pricing information.
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Aviation Business Profile

Ownership Support from Central Aero Engineering
HAVING founded Central Aero
Engineering in 2006, Managing Director
Paul Waterhouse explains his and Stephen
Grainger’s philosophy as being to care for
the interests of aircraft owners, as well
as the aircraft itself. In just five years the
Hamilton based company has developed
a wide skill base and acquired a broad mix
of customers that encompass fixed wing,
rotary, recreational and
commercial disciplines.
Central Aero have a
wealth of experience
which enables them to
take on a wide variety
of work and operate
as a one-stop shop for
both regular aircraft
maintenance and the
solving of difficult
problems.

See the KC518 Adventourer from Composite Helicopters at Flair 13th - 15th October 2011

available for Cessna, Piper, Beechcraft,
Robinson (including 2200hr/12 year
programmes), Schweizer, MD, Bell,
Eurocopter and other types. Central Aero
also undertake major projects, restorations
and repairs, whether on fabric, metal or
composite aircraft. Another capability is a
speciality in propeller balancing, with many
satisfied owners being quite amazed at the
increased performance
this simple task has
yielded.
On the home
building and project
front, Paul offers a
complete range of
build consultancy
and support services
- and one call may be
all that is needed to
get a stalled project
going again. Or if
you’ve had a mishap,
Maintenance Control
Paul and Steve say to
and Support Services
bring it in and they
Central Aero
will sort it. Projects
provide maintenance
presently underway in
controlling services to
the hangar include the
several air transport
re-commissioning of a
operators and Paul
says they are happy
Mazda RX8 powered
to offer the same
Cobra Arrow sport
Clockwise from left: 1) Paul working on a top overhaul of a Jabiru engine, 2) SportCruiser repair
service to all other
aircraft, repairs to a
project, 3) A new engine frame for an RX8 engine in a Cobra Arrow currently being re-commissioned.
operators, whether
damaged SportCruiser,
private or commercial. The offer also
have met some homebuilt and microlight
and a Jabiru engine in for a top overhaul.
extends to recreational aircraft owners who
owners who don’t realise they should
Central Aero are also adept at conducting
can sometimes struggle with the amount of
have a maintenance programme and must
administrative and accident investigations
engineering bureaucracy involved in owning
comply with ADs. He says if that sounds
when required.
their own aircraft. Paul and Steve take pride
like you or you are uncertain about your
Martin Ross owns an Electrical Division
in quality of service and in being able to
maintenance obligations then “just ask for
of Central Aero and can undertake
understand and work through issues from
help – that’s what we’re here for.”
maintenance for all GA electrics including
the two (sometimes differing) perspectives
Logbooks are another sometimes
Whelen strobe lights, magnetos, starters,
of operator and engineer. They cite having
misunderstood item or something that
generators, etc. Test equipment is on hand
a direct relationship with the operator
is consigned to ‘bureaucracy’ and not
to trouble shoot a variety of electronic
as a key aspect of being able to better
attended to in the way that they should
black box control system problems with
support the aircraft and to providing best
be. Paul makes the offer again; “if you’re
repairs often being made to what would
cost services throughout a long term
unsure, ask one of us for help – or just
otherwise require a more expensive return
partnership.
drop off the logbooks and aircraft and we’ll
to manufacturer or replacement exercise.
Paul explains that it isn’t entirely
have a look and then sort it with you.”
uncommon for private or recreational
For more information
owners to forget to organise their Annual
Maintenance and Project Engineering
Paul says if you’re thinking maintenance,
Review of Airworthiness and overrun
The Central Aero team have a great
then think Central Aero. He can be
the requirement, sometimes considerably,
deal of aviation experience amongst them
contacted on 021 418 677,
saying that “if that happens we can help
across a wide spectrum of helicopter, fixed
email: admin@centralaero.co.nz or visit
out, and we can also help to prevent it from
wing, fabrication, electrical, cloth, metal,
www.centralaero.co.nz
happening again”. It’s not just ARAs that
composite, and administrative disciplines.
get overlooked, but also Airworthiness
This includes everything from microlights
Directives and inspection requirements,
and two-cylinder engines to piston and
turbo prop twins, autogyros, gliders, R22’s
an example being four yearly or 500
through to AS350B3’s, and more.
hour magneto checks. Microlight owners
Traditional maintenance provision is
with transponders fitted have often been
F8
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surprised to discover they were missing a
mandatory two yearly transponder check.
The rules say that responsibility for
such matters rest fully with aircraft owners
however Paul says they are happy to help if
owners have any uncertainties, particularly
in regards to AD interpretations which
can be a struggle for owners who are
not fluent in engineering. Paul and Steve

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535937 to discuss options.
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